Abstract. It is shown that deviations from LTE in electron populations of the ionization and excitation states can be estimated by simple formulae. These formulae are applied to study the deviations from LTE in the ionization degrees and in the upper state populations of the resonance lines in the model stellar atmospheres.
Introduction
Deviations from the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in the stellar atmospheres are generated due to non-Planckian distribution of the radiation field, originating from the unbalanced emerging flux. This happens when the radiative processes dominate in comparison with the thermal impact processes of the particles. The deviations from LTE affect both the ionization and excitation rates determined by the Saha and Boltzmann formulae. Deviations from the Saha formula appear primarily due to absorption of the nonPlanckian radiation in photoionization processes, mostly from the ground state. Deviations from the Boltzmann formula originate primarily due to the multiple scattering processes in spectral lines.
As a rule, due to the continuous absorption of radiation by a small admixture of a heavy element, there appears the overionization and multiple scattering in spectral lines which leads to underpopulation of the excited states.
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For all chemical elements, both these deviation types are intercoupled, giving general deviations from LTE which can be calculated by the use of very complicated and bulky computer routines (Mihalas, 1978) . In addition, the final results are often rather difficult to interpret.
In the present paper we try to outline a general picture of the deviations from LTE and the processes which provoke them. In computations, we confine ourselves with the regions of the visible and the extraatmospheric ultraviolet wavelengths. In general, similar deviations from LTE would recur in the hydrogen Lyman continuum and in the ionization continua of Hel and Hell from their ground states.
Main equations
The original equation for our study is the equation of statistical equilibrium stating that the number of particles coming to a definite state due to different interaction processes is equal to the number of particles leaving this state due to particle interaction.
Taking into account the populating and depopulating electron impacts with atomic particles, as well as spontaneous and induced electron transitions, and using traditional notations, we can write the equation of statistical equilibrium for the state i in the form j -1 c
In this formula, summation over higher energy levels comprises bound states and the continuum as the highest single state. For the continuum, nc = ne n + and such a change in dimension is to be compensated by replacing in these interaction terms the probabilities (frequencies) of spontaneous, induced and collision transitions by corresponding quantities per unit electron density. For the special case when i = c, Equation (1) Equations (1) and (2) are the main equations from which the deviations from LTE can be found for atomic particle states. In addition to these equations, the mean intensity Jjc for spectral lines and continua are to be found by the equation of radiative transfer, which for the plane-parallel atmospheres has the familiar form where /" is the monochromatic intensity, S" is the source function and T" is the optical depth. Functions S" and τ" depend directly on the particle state populations, and thus (l)-(3) form the system of interconnected equations from which both the atomic particle state population and the radiation field intensity can be found.
Isolated spectral lines
As a simplified model to real situation in stellar atmospheres, we study an atomic particle having only two bound states: the ground state (1) and the excited state (2). For such a model Equation (1) has the form: n2 (A21 + B21J12 + ne C21) = ri! (£12 J12 + ne C12) .
Eliminating C12 and Βχ2 by formulae and thereafter eliminating the ratio rci<72/( n 2<7i) by the source function formulae for the transition 2 -• 1 given by
C12 / 02 = e h "/ kT C21 / gi , 2hi/ 3 Λ21 / 9x = -5-B12 / g2
(5)
we find that S21 = λ712 + (1-λ)Β;
where λ = A21/(A21 +neC21(l-e h "/ kr ))
Deviations from LTE in stellar atmospheres 309 is the re-emission probability for the absorbed photons, also called the survival probability, and BVq is the monochromatic Planck function at the spectral line frequency UQ. Using the optical depth at the spectral line center τ and the Voigt spectral line profile function Φ {Ν -UQ , τ) = Φι/(τ) we can write Equation (3) in the form ^ = $»(t)(S21-IV).
Taking into account that the mean intensity /" is defined by J" = +i I f I" d/i, we can write the formal solution for (10) as integral over -1 all optical depths t in the form 
we can write the integral equation in a compact form: oo (T) . (15) ο In the case of pure scattering, Λ -> 1 and Equation (15) reduces to a homogeneous integral equation
As it has been shown by Ivanov (1969) , the solution of this equation can be expressed in the form
ο where -W-l^i and oo
and .L(O) = 1, we find
Further, the source function of inhomogeneous integral Equation (15) 
From Equation (22), we find the coefficient b(r) of deviation from LTE:
Using this formula, we have computed the profiles of some resonance spectral lines, assuming that the population of the ground state corresponds to LTE (see Section 6).
The asymptotic form of L(t) is given by
where a is the Voigt function parameter,
Deviations from LTE for ion abundance ratios
Let us discuss now, how to estimate the deviations from LTE for ion abundances. As the first step, we shall study here the deviations of the ion abundance ratios. Taking into account that dominant contribution to the ionization equilibrium is given by the radiative and impact processes connecting the ground state and continuum and ignoring the induced recombination, we obtain, instead of Equation (2) 
The quantities corresponding to the thermodynamic equilibrium, we shall mark by asterisks: η -• Η* and J\ C -> J* C . In addition, we shall take into account that electron impact terms are thermalized and thus C c ι = C*i , Ci c = C* c . Due to the fact that we study elements of low abundance, we also have n e = n* . From Equation (25) it follows now that the deviation from LTE for the ratios of ions in two subsequent ionization stages can be expressed by 
'lc V0
For the Balmer and the Paschen continua, we can use the Wien approximation to the Planck function, i. e. we can take = kT (30) For the electron impact ionization rates different approximate expressions have been derived. For estimation of the impact terms we shall use the Coulomb-Born approximation (cf. Golovatyi et al., 1991, Equation (2.10) 
ι The values of this integral are of the order of unity. For the numerical estimates we take a"0 = 10 -18 cm 2 . By the use of equations (31) and (33), we can now calculate the ratio y, obtaining Talcing into account that J n (h.vo/kT)
is a slowly changing function of its argument hi/o/kΤ and of the parameter η and that Τ varies in stellar atmospheres only by a factor of two, we find that the y values axe determined mainly by the product neu~4.
This means that the role of electron impacts with respect to the thermalized photoionization drops abruptly with increasing frequency and is proportional to the electron density.
Deviations from LTE for ion abundances
Formula (26) does not specify the values of deviations from LTE for the definite ion species. The task can be solved using the chains of Saha equations for a definite chemical element both for the LTE and non-LTE cases.
For the LTE case In these formulae the role of the excited states has been ignored. Such an approximation is justified, since the excited states are highly populated only for the ions k for which 5"jt 1, i. e. for the cases when these ions are not the prevailing ones. The correction due to population of the excited states can be needed only for ions with large number of low excitation states.
And last, in the formulae given above we have used an approximation n e = n*, i.e. we have supposed that the ions studied do not give significant contribution to the electron density, i. e. they can be considered as minor admixtures.
Results of calculation
In order to get a general picture of deviations from LTE in the model stellar atmospheres, we have made some computations using the formulae given above, which can be applied for the spectral features due to elements of low abundance. From (24), using the blanketed LTE model stellar atmospheres by Kurucz et al. (1974) and the continuous absorption coefficients by Kurucz (1970) corresponding to LTE approximation, we have computed coefficients of deviation from LTE for the excited state populations for some resonance lines. The values of gf have been taken from Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) .
The results are presented in Fig. 1 for the doublet component of the CII resonance line at λ = 1334.5 Ä. The abscissas are logarithms of the optical depth t in the continuous spectrum at the wavelength of the spectral line. The ordinates are logarithms of the optical depth at the spectral line center r and logarithms of the coefficient b, which shows a depletion of the excited state population relative to its LTE value.
One can see from Fig. 1 that in the supergiant model atmosphere with log g = 2 and T e = 9000 -=-15000 IC the deviations from LTE appear near the point logi « -1 and logr « 5.5 and reach log δ ~ -2 in the boundary layers. With increasing logg, due to growth of n e , deviations from LTE decrease and corresponding layers of the atmosphere get thinner. So, for the stars with logg = 4 at T e = 10 000 K, the layer with b < 1 appears at logi & -2 and logr Pa 4 and reaches the value logb ~ -1 in the boundary layers.
Other resonance lines, the doublet of Mgll at 2800 A and the doublet of AlIII at 1860 Ä, show similar non-LTE deviations.
Changes of the atmospheric structure due to the non-LTE effects cause differences of the spectral line profiles, calculated for the LTE and non-LTE cases. The non-LTE lines have considerably deeper central core corresponding to the drop of the excited state populations in the outer layers of atmosphere. In the line wings originating from deeper layers of the atmosphere, the non-LTE effect is small. Now let us use the formulae given above for obtaining a general picture of deviations from the Saha equations. The ratios y, 2 and R, describing the overionization due to the absorption of the nonPlan ckian radiation for different values of power dependence {uo/v) n of the absorption coefficient, for low abundance elements have been calculated for the spectral region 8000 -900 Ä. The results for three model atmospheres are given in Figs. 2-4 for η = 3 and in Figs. 5-7 at Λ = 8000 Ä. The Kurucz et al. (1974) model points JV, related with the Rosseland mean optical depth TR by the relation Ν -28 + ölogTß, are plotted on the abscissae. Due to rapid growth of the Planck function with increasing Τ in the Wien region, as well as due to the increase of transparency at larger frequencies, the radiation field and corresponding radiative overionization is formed.
The general result from Figs. 2 -7 is: the radiation dominated area in the Balmer continuum stretches to deep atmospheric layers while the radiation dominated area in the red light occupies only the upper rarefied atmospheric layers.
Concluding notes
In the present paper we tried to show that deviations from LTE in the stellar atmospheres can be formulated by definite rules, which can be easily applied both for excitation and ionization processes. The simplifications made by us enable to facilitate the complicated computational problem for getting rough estimates of deviations from LTE.
The main results are the following: 1. The formulae have been found for estimating deviations from LTE for the ionization and excitation degrees of resonance spectral lines in the two-state approximation.
2. These formulae have been applied to find the deviations from LTE for both ionization and excitation for some resonance lines of the model stellar atmospheres. 
•ss The lines show that at Te = 10000 Κ the electron impacts dominate in the interior layers of atmosphere; at Te = 10 000 Κ and log g = 4.0 the electron impacts dominate the whole atmosphere. Fig. 5 ). The isolines demonstrate a significant decrease of overionization due to electron impacts; this becomes evident comparing the shift of these isolines relative to isolines of log ζ in Fig. 6 .
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